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FAPA President  
Bob Guetterman  

What a great time we had at 
the KFUL Social Gathering back 
in June to welcome in the 
Summertime flying season!  
Someone estimated about a 
hundred of you showed up, ate 
well, and met people from the  

airport you had not previously known.  The food 
provided by the airport office (Thank you Brendan 
O’Reilly!) was fantastic!  And the food prepared by Doug 
Miller and the Civil Air Patrol “Chuck Wagon” was a 
major plus!   

 
Every organization present sharing who they are and 
what they do was informative and encouraging!  The 
Fullerton 99’s and the Fullerton Airport Pilot Association 
gave out flight training scholarships to Sonia Jimenez, 
Spencer San Juan, and Jacob Warren!   
 
Louis McGraw, our local FAA rep, gave out a Master Pilot 
Award to Lynn Hern, an outstanding pilot who has flown 
out of KFUL for many decades.  Congratulations to all!!  
The evening turned out to be a great start for the 
summer season of flying!  
 
And the good times have continued!! 
 
The Fullerton 99’s and FAPA (organized by Jamie Tanabe 
and Jim Gandee) organized a fly-in to Bullhead City the 
weekend of September 23-25.  Eleven airplanes and 37 
people took advantage of this opportunity.  No doubt 
everyone enjoyed their weekend!  
 

 

 
Sonia Jimenez 

 

 
Spencer San Juan 

 

 
Jacob Warren 
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And the fun continues… 
 
Hangar 21 Halloween Event 
With the completion of the runway upgrades (that looks 
fantastic) more events are on the calendar! Hangar 21 is 
hosting a Trunk or Treat Halloween event on Friday, 
October 21st from 5:30-8:30.  Mike Simms is coordinating 
this and needs at least ten aircraft owners to help make 
this event a success!  He is asking that we bring our 
aircraft over to Hangar 21 and pass out candy to children 
from the community.  He will provide the candy to 
distribute.  So, all we have to do is show up with our 
airplanes.  If you can help out with this, please let Mike 
know.  He is asking we show up to Hangar 21 by 4:30pm 
to properly space out the airplanes. 
 
Fullerton 99’s Poker Run 
On Saturday, October 22nd, the Fullerton 99’s are hosting 
a Poker run to raise scholarship funds.  The event plans 
to be completed by 1:00pm. Please contact Jamie 
Tanabe for more information. 
 
Aviation Explorer Post Pancake Breakfast 
The airport office is hosting a Pancake Breakfast for the 
Aviation Explorer Post 445 to raise funds for flight 
training and instruction Saturday, November 5th, 8:00am 
– 11:00am.  Please make plans to support this 
organization.  
 

 
 
KFUL Holiday party 
Finally, please mark your calendar on Thursday, 
December 8th, to enjoy a Fullerton Airport Holiday Party.  
This is being organized by FAPA and the Fullerton 99’s 
and will be held at Hagar 21.  More information will be 
coming as we nail down the details. 
 
 

 
FAPA Membership 
If you are a FAPA Member and you have any questions 
about keeping your membership current, please contact 
our FAPA Secretary, Jeff Oslick.  A lifetime membership 
can be obtained with a one time payment of $350.  Jeff 
can help you with that. 
 
FAPA Board Updates 
As we announced at our last monthly Safety Meeting, 
Cheri Rhynard has taken over the reigns as our board 
Treasurer replacing Rich Koren.  Rich served as Treasurer 
since FAPA’s rebirth over ten years ago.  Thank you Rich 
for your outstanding service!!  And thank you Cheri for 
taking on this very difficult task.  Also, our ten-year Vice 
President, Mike Jesch, is handing off to Dana Glidden the 
responsibility of scheduling speakers for our monthly 
safety meetings.  If you have a recommendation for a 
speaker, please let Dana know!!  Thank you, Dana, for 
stepping in to help relieve Mike of this task!  The FAPA 
board is always looking for good people who have a 
passion for flying and want to help out with FAPA’s 
mission to inspire the next generation of pilots to fly far, 
often, and safe.  
 
Bob Guetterman, FAPA Board President 
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ADVERTISING RATES 
Business Card Size: $140 annually 
Business Card Size: $35 single issue 
Quarter Page Size: $270 annually 
Quarter Page Size: $70 single issue 
 
CONTACT:   Cheri Rhynard 
email: cherirhynard@gmail.com 
 
 

 
 

Meeting:  Third Tuesday of each month at (KFUL). 
4119 W. Commonwealth Ave, Fullerton 

 
We have had some really interesting speakers—all the 
way from musical influences in the realm of flying, 
ditching your aircraft in the Catalina Channel, flying 
across the USA at 500 feet, traveling to remote 
locations and camping, and survival skills when 
mountain flying.  We encourage all pilots current or 
thinking of getting back into aviation, students, and 
aviation enthusiasts to attend the meetings.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

  

If you wish to pay your FAPA dues by 

check…please send it to: 

Fullerton Airport Pilots 

4011 W. Commonwealth Avenue 

Fullerton,  CA  92833 

 

 

 MARK YOUR CALENDARS! 

THIRD TUESDAY 

Fullerton Pilot Meeting!! 

mailto:cherirhynard@gmail.com
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Traffic in Sight 
        By Mike Jesch 

 

One of the best reasons to talk to ATC while enroute, whether IFR or VFR, is traffic 
advisories, or “point outs” of traffic that may be of concern to you.  If you are operating 
under Visual Flight Rules (VFR), or even Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) while in Visual 
Meteorological Conditions (VMC), the primary responsibility to comply with the “See 
and Avoid” other aircraft concept falls upon you, as the Pilot In Command.  We all are 
- or should be - aware of the inherent limitations of this concept, and so we often rely 
upon other tools to accomplish this.  Chief among these other tools is the use of ATC 
as a third set of eyeballs.  ATC has the distinct advantage of the assistance of some 

electronic tools, rules, and procedures, but no Air Traffic Controller has ever been injured in a midair collision.  
In other words, it’s your seat in the seat, and since your life literally depends on Seeing and Avoiding those other 
aircraft, it behooves you to fully understand the strengths and limitations of each tool we bring to bear. 
 
In the last few years, we have added another very powerful tool in the form of cockpit displays of other traffic 
to our capabilities.  These tools first made their appearance in airliner cockpits over 30 years ago.  I was new to 
the airline when they first showed up and I can attest to the healthy skepticism applied by the crusty old gray 
haired Captains I flew with back then.  Now, I am one of those crusty old gray haired Captains and I can attest 
that a healthy skepticism remains, though we have come to respect the information available there.  More 
recently, various forms of traffic display have made their way into our small aircraft cockpits as well.  These also 
have different capabilities and limitations which we must be aware of, but no matter how we find out about an 
intruding aircraft - whether it’s an onboard display or an Air Traffic Controller - we can only be assured we’re 
safe when we lay our Mark I eyeballs upon the offending vehicle. 
 
The airline equipment known as TCAS - Traffic Collision Avoidance System - has the capability not only of 
displaying nearby traffic, but if that traffic will get too close to us, we are issued a Traffic Advisory (TA).  If that 
traffic continues to get too close, we may be issued a command (note: these are not suggestions) to avoid a 
conflict (called a Resolution Advisory, or RA).  Complying with an RA is mandatory, even if we think we see the 
offending aircraft.  It’s possible that the one we see may not be the one we’re being advised about.  If we receive 
an RA, there is paperwork that must be completed, both from our perspective as well as ATC’s, so we try to 
avoid those situations if at all possible.  Nonetheless, there are many events where an RA has saved the day and 
avoided a midair collision. 
 
Our little airplane equipment is more limited, and does not issue RAs.  Most of our gear can display other traffic, 
and some of it will issue something similar to a TA, perhaps even with an audio alert in your headset and a 
highlighted screen pointing out the traffic. 
 
Both ATC and an on-board displays don’t show you where the traffic is; they tell you where to look.  If ATC makes 
a traffic report, whether you can see that traffic on your electronic display or not, if you don’t see them with 
your eyeballs, the only response you should make is “Negative Contact”, “Not in sight” or “Looking” are 
somewhat less preferred, but still get the point across and are moderately acceptable.  In no case - Ever - is “I 
see them on my iPad” or “I got ‘em on the box” or - worst of all - “I got ‘em on the fish finder” an acceptable 
reply.  Either you see them with your eyes, or you do not. 
 
An electronic display of any type is not an acceptable form of navigation, so don’t try to space yourself in a traffic 
pattern using these displays.  While the display is timely, it is not 100% accurate, and depending on the route 
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that traffic information takes to get into your display, may be delayed by some time, so it is not to be relied 
upon.  Also, your installation may, but it may not, take into account the wind angle, so it may show that traffic’s 
relative position with respect to your ground track rather than the nose of your airplane.  The same is true of 
ATC’s reports as well, and both sources of traffic information should simply be a starting point for your visual 
scan of the sky. 
 
It’s also still very true that not all aircraft will be displayed.  There are some aircraft that are not required to be 
equipped with the necessary equipment to appear on your display.  Or, you may be flying in an area where your 
TIS-B data may not be available, or the data for another aircraft may not be available to you.  Or, there could be 
an equipment malfunction. 
 
Recently I spoke with a tower controller who related a story about an aircraft entering the traffic pattern on the 
downwind leg, asking what the tail number was of the traffic on base that had been pointed out to him.  When 
asked why he wanted to know, the pilot responded that he was trying to identify the traffic on his iPad.  It 
shouldn’t need to be said that in the traffic pattern a pilot’s eyeballs should be primarily focused outside the 
aircraft and not on a tablet display. 
 
An instructor friend of mine once related a story about giving instruction to a pilot and receiving a traffic point-
out from ATC: “Traffic one o’clock, less than a mile, same direction one hundred feet above.”  The pilot was 
looking and said to my instructor friend, yes, I see him, it’s the blue one.  The instructor said “no, it’s yellow”. 
The pilot restated that no, it’s this blue one right here, pointing to his iPad.  The CFI pointed the pilot’s head up 
and out the window, over to the one o’clock position and said, “No, it’s that yellow one, Right There!” 
 
It is certainly true that those tablet displays and other cockpit display equipment are extremely attractive.  Very 
colorful, brightly lit, alluring, and full of useful information, but also very distracting, and a giant magnet for your 
attention that is much better placed on the biggest display of all: your windshield.  One of my favorite terms for 
those displays is a Heads Down Device.  It’s incumbent upon all of us to make the extra effort when using these 
devices to use that information as simply a reference, a suggestion on where to look to lay eyes on that nearby 
traffic.  But, we must remain vigilant with our eyeballs outside the cockpit. 
 
Fly Safe! 
Fly More! 
Have Fun! 
Mike Jesch 
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Laughlin/Bullhead City Fly-In 
        By Jim Gandee 

 

One of the objectives of FAPA is to promote camaraderie amongst local pilots.  What better way to do that than a Fly-In!  
You may have heard that on the weekend of September 23rd and 24th FAPA, along with the Fullerton 99’s, sponsored a 
Fly-In to Laughlin/Bullhead City (KIFP).  We enjoyed a great turn out of thirteen airplanes and 35 people! 
 
Upon arriving at IFP crews and passengers were met by FAPA volunteers who aided in ramp parking and provided ice cold 
welcoming beverages and snacks.  A special thanks to Signature FBO for their use of the ramp van to shuttle folks out of 
the hot sun!   Actually, Signature went out of their way to support our group by discounting both the fuel and overnight 
fees as well as donating some nice gifts!  They also, via radio, proactively coordinated transportation to the Riverside Hotel 
and Casino so there was little to no waiting once planes were tied down.  Thanks Signature, great job! 
 

 
 
Friday evening, we all met at the Riverside where our group enjoyed a terrific buffet dinner!  The selection was excellent 
and included several carving stations of delicious meats and a wide variety of other foods you would expect at a nice 
buffet.  We all enjoyed sharing flying experiences, meeting some new folks, and solving all the world’s problems.  A great 
group of the Rio Colorado 99’s joined us and it was fun to meet them and share the evening.  We even had a special guest, 
Jeremy Keating the IFP airport manager joined us for fun.  After dinner we all met at the Bridgeview Room overlooking 
the beautiful Colorado River where we laid out the planned weekend activities and held a raffle drawing.  The Riverside 
Hotel had very generously donated a two-night, three-day stay at the hotel which was won by a very lucky Fullerton pilot!  
Speaking of the Riverside Hotel, they went out of their way to support our group!  Everything from discounted rooms, 
expertly handling our large group at the buffet (front of the line, no waiting!), shuttle transportation to/from the airport, 
some cool swag and the three-day vacation donation.  Thank you, Riverside!! 
 

 
 

Saturday brought a myriad of adventure!  A fun group hopped on the Laughlin Jet Boat that took us on a four hour round 
trip scenic ride down the river to Lake Havasu.  The boat navigates the sinewy, and sometimes shallow river at speeds 
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ranging from idle to twenty-five miles per hour.  We zoomed under the I40 bridge then slowed to enjoy several miles of 
the beautifully rugged Topock Gorge.  The weather was warm, the sky was clear blue, winds were light, perfect!  Once in 
Havasu we docked adjacent to the world-famous London Bridge (yes, the original bridge from London) where we enjoyed 
a delicious lunch at a local eatery.  Headed back to Laughlin, a few of us got to drive the boat for a few minutes which was 
a treat! 
 

   
 
For those not opting for the jet boat ride there was plenty to do.   A small group also took advantage of the great weather 
and a small contingent of planes flew out to the Grand Canyon!  They reported some excellent, clear blue sky flying and 
shared plenty of beautiful pictures!  A few folks remained at the casino and did their best to fund their Avgas bank account.  
I hope they succeeded!   
 

 
 
Saturday evening, we all met over at Jamie and Ted Tanabe’s beautiful home right on the river!  They graciously hosted 
the group as we ate pizza, had some beers, and watched the sun set behind the mountains with the shimmering blue river 
water flowing past.  I honestly do not know how it could have been better!  It happened to be Rene’s, (my wife), sixtieth 
birthday and somehow, we managed to surprise her with a delicious cake complete with sparkling candles!   
 
Sunday everyone was on their own and departed IFP at their leisure.  Fortunately, there were no airplanes issues, the 
weather was perfect and all enjoyed a nice ride home.  There were a lot of positive feedback and thank you’s and even a 
few can’t wait till next year comments!  Fun time, great folks!   
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Poker Run 
 

Register Here               https://ticketstripe.com/events/1031134            Register Here 

The Fullerton 99s invite you to participate in our 2nd annual Poker Run Happening on October 22nd.  In case you are 
wondering what sort of shenanigan is a poker run, well, let me explain.   
 

The object is to fly to as many of the listed airports as you can.  You will collect one card at each airport.  After collecting 
your cards, you will land at the Fullerton airport for a BBQ lunch.  Each card is sealed in an envelope.  The envelopes will 
be opened at the Fullerton Airport.  The best hands win prizes. 
 

This event is a fund raiser for the two scholarships the Fullerton 99s support.  The cost is $25 for one hand and lunch.  
You can purchase additional hands for $15 each.  There can be multiple players in each airplane and each player can buy 
multiple hands.  So, invite your friends and let’s have some fun! 
 

  

https://ticketstripe.com/events/1031134
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Red Bird Flight Simulator 
 

 
 

The G1000 equipped FAPA Red Bird Flight Simulator is available  
exclusively to Fullerton Airport Pilot Association current members. 

 

For Scheduling and billing questions, contact our Simulator Coordinator: 
Cheri Rhynard - cherirhynard@gmail.com 

 

Scheduling is generally done in 2-hour time slots, with billing done 
according to actual hours used as logged on the simulator. 

 

Simulator cost is $30 per hour ($3 per 0.1 hr.), solo. 
 

For simulator check out and CFII instruction, contact: 
Mike Jesch - mcjesch@gmail.com  

or 
Dana Glidden - 714-932-3129 

Instructor pricing is determined and paid directly through student and instructor. 

 

 
Thank You to our Sponsors 

 
 

 
 

Fullerton airport pilots association 
4011 West Commonwealth Ave., Fullerton, CA  92833 

www.fullertonpilots.org Contact phone# 714-290-2512 

mailto:cherirhynard@gmail.com
http://www.fullertonpilots.org/

